QAPP48HDBL/PANDUIT
PART NO.
0.65 lb (294.8 g)

QAPP48HDWH
0.65 lb (294.8 g)

NOTES:
1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR VARIOUS APPLICATIONS.
2. THE PATCH PANEL IS DESIGNED FOR MOUNTING TO 19" UNIVERSAL RACKS.
3. DIMENSIONS IN BRACKETS ARE IN METRIC.
4. PART INCLUDES:
   - METAL STAMPING WITH SLIDE GUIDES
   - SCREW KIT (INCLUDES FOUR #12-24 SCREWS)
   - SCREW KIT (INCLUDES FOUR M6 SCREWS)
5. QAPP48HDBL IS BLACK WITH WHITE SILKSCREENING,
   QAPP48HDWH IS WHITE WITH WHITE SILKSCREENING.

QAPP48HDWH DOES NOT HAVE PRINTING PADS

COVERED AND/OR LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF U.S. PATENT NUMBERS 6866541, 6918786, 6981893, 6916199 AND 7244144.